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TIGER FOOTBALL PRO- MEGINSON ELECTED MRS. PETERKIN PICKS CRACK PLATOON
KLY OPENS BASEGRAM IS RELEASED OTTAINJJF BOXERS
BAJJJRACTICE
TAP1 BEAUTIES
DRjLUNG DAILY
Cadets Meet Georgia, Erskine, Captain
Hsffner's
Leather Announcement to Be Made Major Talbert Rapidly Roundand Possibly Citadel on
Pushers End Successful
Soon by Noted
Auing Juniors Into
Riggs Field
Season
thoress
Shape
Clemson officials last Tuesday announced that they had completed ne
gotiations with the University of
Georgia to bring the Bulldogs hero
next fall to play on November 12.
The game was first booked for
Athens, ibut the Georgia authorities
agreed to the change and it means
that the biggest contest scheduled
for the local field, since Centre College played here in 1923
As a result, Clemson's home card
is one of the most attractive ever
offered, including games with Presbyterian Colege, Erskine, and Furman
or Citadel.
Georgia's coming to Clemosn may
mean that the annual game with
Furman will be played in Greenville
again, although there is nothing definite concerning this as yet. Either
Furman or Citadel is to appear on
Riggs Field, so it is likely that the
Tigers will go to Charleston or to
Greenville.
The most outstanding feature of
the 1932 schedule is that the longest trip the Tigers will take is to
Raleigh to battle N. C. State. Othtrips will be to Atlanta to meet Georgia Tech, Columbia for the South
Carolina engagement, and the Davidson game will he played, in Charlotte or Davidson. However, some
revision may be made concerning
the Citadel game and Furman game.
The four conference games are
with the Uinversity of Georgia, University of South Carolina, Georgia
Tech, and N. C. State. The V M. I.
engagement was dropped because of
the long trip. The Alabama and
Tennessee games were replaced by
the two Georgia schools.
The tentative schedule follows:
Sept. 24—Presbyterian College here
Oct. 1—Georgia Tech, in Atlanta.
Oct. 8—N. C. State—Raleigh.
Oct. 14—Erskine—here
Oct. 20—'South Carolina—Columbia
Oct. 29—'Davidson—undecided
Nov. 5—Citadel—undecided.
Nov. 12—Georgia—here
Nov. 24—iFurman—undecided.

GOODALE SPEAKS ON
STUDENTJCTIVITIES
Advices Students to Have and
Pursue Hobby
PROF. GOODALE SPEAKS __ _Instead of the usuai Orientation
class on Wednesday, March 2, Professor Goodale,
former footbal.
coach of Clemson Colleeg, gave an
interesting talk to the Agricultural
Freshman class, stressing the imuortance of each individual taking
some part in the numerous activities which Clemson College offers,
and which are so often neglected
by freshmen.
Although he emphasized the fact
that studying text books is our major activity, he also stated that
there is many more
which are
equally as important. The various
activities which Clemson offers include football, basketball, track,
swimming, tennis, gymnastics! debating glee club, literary societies,
social organizations, journalism, and
various others such as clubs of the
different departments. The Y. M.
C. A. also offers other activities.

Clemson's artists of fisticuffs
were last Tuesday night feted by
Captain Harcomhe at one of his
memorable spreads that mean so
much in the college life of a Clemson cadet The occasion marked the
does of the most successful season that a Tiger boxing team has
ever known.
Captain P. T. Heffner, who this
^ear coached the fighters for the
first time, gave a resume of the sea
son and expressed his deepest gratitude to the squad for the splendid
cooperation shown him throughout
the entire training period. Captain
Reuhen Seigel,
retiring
heavyweight, next entertained the boxers
with a short talk 'before banding
the reins over to Captain-elect Billy
Megginson.
Billy then made -a speech ii?
which he expresed the opinion that
with the help and cooperation of
the entire outfit, the boxers should
nt*:t year have as good a team or
even better than this year's.
A definite schedule lias not as
yet been arranged for next year,
but plans have been made to engage the University of Georgia, The
Citadel, Florida, Carolina, Persbyterian and possibly one or two more
who will be added to this list.

The beauty section of this year's
Taps will be selected by Mrs. Julia
Peterkin, noted authoress and directress, who has kindly consented to
give the matter her personal attention.
Mrs. Peterkin, a native of South
Carolina, is a graduate of Converse
College.
She is a prolific writer,
and has devoted most of her attention to portraying the Southern negroes. Her most famous novels, the
settings of which are South Carolina, are:
"Scarlet Sister Mary",
"Green Thursday",
and
"Black
April".
The latter novel won her
the Pulitzer Prize, one of the most.
coveted prizes of distinction that is
awarded in the literary field. Mrs.
Peterkin played a leading role in the
play, "Hedda Gabbra", which appeared in Columbia on Friday, jj'eoruary 2Gth.
Mrs Peterkin's experience with
beauty and her association with famous beauty exiperts, also her personal knowledge of Southern oeauty,
amke her fully capable of selecting
these beauties.
Ninety pictures have been sent to
her, and from this number she will
■elect those which will appear in
the beauty section of the Taps.

The Junior platoon under the
able and experienced command of
Cadet Major Talbert, is rapidly
moulding into shape. Almost nightly now the command of: "Circles,
right and left", etc., can be heard
coming from Bowman Field.. The
men are rapidly acquiring that precision oi step which practice alone can
1 erfect.
The platoon I as high hopes
of equaling and outreaching the
enviable record made by the Junior
Platoon of last year.
It is not
known just when a commander for
the 1932 edition of the Junior Platoon will be chosen, but it is expected in the near future Competitive elimination has already begun and the competition for the
positions is keen. New movements
are being practiced and as soon
as the men are thoroughly familiar with these, and have polished
them off with practice the platoon
will be prepared for exhibition drill.

N. B. GLENN ELECTED
Y. M. CORESIDENT
Garrison

and

Bowen

Also

Given Office for Current
Fiscal Year

TRACK TEAM PREPS COMPANY BASKETElection of officers for the coming
year was held at the regular vesper services Sunday evening.
The
FOR GEORGIA MEET
BALL JJNDER WAY election
was based on the report of
the nominating committee which
Squad Still Small—Only One
Y. M. C. A. Gym Scene of was published last week.
N. B.
Man in Weight
I
Fast Intermural Games
Glenn was sleeted president, O. B.
Event
Garrison, vice- president, and T. O.
Bowen, secretary. Also Mr. J. C.
The games in the first rounds of
The past few days have seen a
Littlejohn and Prof. S. B. Earle
gradual increase in the number o't the Company basketball tournament
were re-elected to
the
advisory
have
resulted
in
some
surprising
candidates for the track team.
board.
Mr
Theo
Vanghan
and Mr.
Some of the new men have had ex- upsets. Every game has been bitGeorge Spear were elected as new
perience and should develop rap- terly contested and hard fought
members.
idly, others are just starting ana from the first to the last whistle.
At the conclusion of the hsuiness,
should, develope during the season. In the top bracket the seeded teams
Wallace
Fridy introduced Mr. Jim
There are still several noticea- F and M lost their first game. A
Hardwick of the regional board who
ble gaps on the team. At present defeated F 19 to 17 in a game that
spoke on "What Christ Means to
fhere is an urgent need for at least was nip and tuck throughout the
Me". In the course of his talk, Mr.
one or two good men on every entire contest. The score was tied
Hardwick brought ou the fact that
event, especially is this true in in this game at 9-all when the half
Christ exerts the strong influence
some of the weight events. On the ended, and at other times in the
that he has because he personalizes
javelin and the discuss there is game the score was even five times.
the qualities of life which we most
ohly one
experienced
man out. McNinch, Svedberg and Allen were
admire. These are: Love, ForgiveThis is a great chance for some best for A company. McNinch was
ness, and Courage. He also menmen to win the coveted block "C". high scorer with 10 points. F comtioned that many times a group preQuite a few freshmen have come pany failed to iplay the brand of
sents a poor personality due to the
out.
There is a fine chance for basketball they were capable of
best men in the group being too
any freshman in the school to come playing, although Bowie, Rollins,
weak to stand up agains the othout and win a place on the team. and McMahon played well for the
ers for what is right. The meetNo one has a place cinched the po- losers.
ing was brought to a close with a
sitions are wide open. The expeG company wiped L off the lists word of prayer. After Vespers, Mr.
rience gained by running on the by the decisive score of 38 to 13.
Hardwick led an oipen discussion in
freshman team will he a valuable Chaplin led the scoring by chalking
the room of W. B Perry on camasset to anyone hoping to win a up 15 points.
G comipany has pus problems
place on the varsity the following shown the smoothest working team
year.
in the tourney so far. Cooper,
With only a month left between Biltch, Day, Simms and Chaplin offensive stars for the Staff. Baker,
now and the opening meet, it is form a fast five "Shipwreck" Kelly Rivers,
Fordham
and, Whitlaw
about time for all men to come out and, Gordon 'player best for L. Kelly
charged well.
who intend to accompany the team rang up six points.
B company upset M company to
to Athens. The team has a good
The Staff hammered down the the tune of 30 to 27. M company
schedule this year calling for four
Drum and Bugle Corps in a rough missed a god many easy shots that
dual meets, the State meet and the
and tumble affair to the count of 31 they should have made, while B
Conference meet.
to 16. No one was injured hut sev- rang goals from all angles of the
Several examples were given il- eral players were knocked dizzy at court. Bob McCorkle for B made
lustrating the advantage of this in odd times during the game. Law- some seemingly impossible shots to
helping to secure a position after ton, "Cannonball" Scott, "Fatso" put his team in the lead at the very
finishing college.
Clemson has a Newson, Chapman and Smart looked last of the game. Thompson, Gallarge number of activities from shipshape for the Bugle Corps. phin, Smith and Rhodes stood out
which one may chose any which he Weston with 11 points, Green with for B. Thompson scored nine points
(Continued on page Bix)
8, and Shippey with 8 were the
prefers.

Over Fifty Candidates Working Out Daily on
Diamond
Coach Jess Neely called out his
aces of the diamond last Monday
and despite the fact that winter
seems to have at last put in her
tardy appearance, about 5 0 men reported
No regular practice was
held though, time being taken only
to distribute equipment and make
plans to begin training a.
possible.
Although Coach Neely is going to
be "torn between the devil and the
deep blue sea" with spring football
and baseball under way at the same
time, he intends to keep football up
for the remainder of this week and
to get the baseball players in action simultaneously.
After this
week though, Jess will devote his
entire time to the development of
baseball squad.
The division needing the most particular attention this year will be the
pitching staff. Due to one misfortune or another, the experienced contingent of moundsmen has been reduced to practical negligibility.
However, a call last Wednesday for
prospective battery performers netted a field of nearly a score who
have had a greater or less degree
of experience
Among the newcomers who are
looking especially promising are Rivers and Burgess. Rivers specializes
in a straight, swift delivery over
which he has good control.
His
curves are a little slow, but he
the fundamental power and control
from which to start. Burgess also
(Continued on page six)

CAROLINA DELEGATESJONCLAVE
Interstate Conference Held in
Columbia
The students from North and
South Carolina attended the Interstate Cabinet Conference in Columbia during the days of March 5-6.
Representatives from Duke University, N. C. State, University of N. C,
Clemson, University of S. C, P. <C.
and, Newberry were present. Among
those (present from Clemson were:
B. D. Cloaninger, C. P. Hogarth, J.
B. Newman, S. P. Golphin, W. H.
Rivers, E. R. Kelly, G. A. Black,
N. B. Glenn, J. Farmer, J. Lipscomb,
J. T. Rivers, and J. Metz.
The meeting was held for the purpose of exchanging ideas and problems Y. M. C. A. work on each
■college campus. Various phases of
work were taken uip, such as problems of conducting Evening Watch,
Freshman Work, Socials, .Deputation
Teams, Vespers, etc. Each s^hooi
told of the work that it was doing
and the difficulties Which presented
themselves. By a meeting- of this
kind it was possible to see some of
the chances of advancing "Y" work
on our campus.
At the conclusion of the conference officers for next year were announced. Leon Keaton of the University of S. C, succeeded C. P. Hogarth, of Clemson, as president; J.
N. Dendy, of P. C, was elected vicepresident; and N. B. Glenn, of Clemson, replaced J. A. Fincher, of Carolina.
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some people, and especially freshmen, absolutely must scatter papers upon every clean stretch of lawn which they see?
Must Colonel Munson be forced to send half his time as he
did last year wandering around and offering dollar bills to
the person who threw paper on the grounds? The Corps is
getting far too careless about such matters.
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"

Some years ago, each morning, one company had to police the campus for trash while the other companies met reveille. This was quite a nuisance and very inconvenient. Now
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- we have men hired to do this work, but these men can not
lege, South Carolina.
follow each individual cadet about over the campus to see
if he is going to drop a chewing gum wrapper. The grounds
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
about the Jew Shop seem to have an especial affinity for trash
of all description.
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Shall we be forced to revert to the old system of "poWith a total enrollment of 28,307
licing" every morning, or are the cadets going to be more students in 52 institutions, Califorthoughtful about such matters? It is for you to decide.
nia leads the entire United States
in junior college enrollmetn

JUNIOR-SENIOR
At a recent meeting of the Junior class, it was decided
to continue the custom, which has been in vogue at Clemson
for so many years, of having an annual Junior-Senior banquet. Due to the abnormal economic conditions of the country in general, and at the suggestion of the social committee,
the Junior class had, at a previous meeting, voted to omit
the affair from the season's social calendar.
The earlier decision to omit the banquet
cepted with no little comment by members
It appeared to some that the present Senior
slighted; while to others, the omission of the
a very wise move-

The redecision to fete the Seniors came after a careful
consideration of the various means of reducing the cost of the
affair. It was found that by doing away with the excessive
decorations, the cost of which annually amounts to hundreds
of dollars, and by omitting the pretty but costly favors, the
dinner may be had for less than half the usual cost.
The Junior-Senior is an event which is always looked
back upon with a vast amount of pleasure by every Clemson
graduate, and we would dislike very much to have the
custom deleted entirely from the life of the college.

EDITORIAL

OBSERVATION
COMMENT
RORMJ I fiSHMORE-

cultural college is
allowed,,
we
would like to disagree—it is the
proverbial womanly hypocrisy that
selects their clothes, just as a good
fisherman selects his bait carefully—that isn't such a good metaphor—ibut its appropriateness is
startling.
It is the intention of the editors
to publish an Alumni issue of the
.iger at an early date. With the
assistance of Mr. Holtzendorff, letters hvae been mailed to a large
number of the active alumni both
■here and in foreign lands. It would
be greatly appreciated if any alumni
who reads this column out happens
not to receive one of the letters
would write in to the Tiger or to
Mr. Holtzendorff, and give an account of himself and work.

WATCH YOUR THROWING TRASH!
A certain college student, when
The condition of the campus, due to trash being thrown
asked
to analyze his college caupon it by students, is in a very deplorable state. Why is it

At the University of Pitsburgh the
stand was taken by the amel students that they would hesitate to
take an active part in military mobilization should this country be involved in any conflict, many went so
far as to say that they would not
go to war under any consideration.
It looks like America will not be
able to count on all of her viriit.
? manhood in her next war.

entirely was acof both classes.
At Barnard College the average
class was being
freshman is 17 years old, weighs 124
festivity seemed

With the cooperation of every member of the Junior
class, and with the expenditure of very little money, the affair
can again be made the great success which it has always
been.
There is in South Carolina, as well as forty-seven other
states in this country, a potential economic upheaval that will
cause those heretofore to fade in comparative oblivion. In
this state the agricultural possibilities, inherent, though unnoticed and unexplored should be the leading factor in guiding the state to a new period of relative prosperity. With
the textile mills still running, buying products from foreign
states which might well be produced in South Carolina at a
lower cost possisbly, the farmers have a steady and powerful
market for sweet potatoes provided a plant for starch extraction could be erected in the state. Potato starch, which is
conceded by experts to be the best for textile use is used in
carload lots by almost every textile concern now operating.
South Carolina's soil is adapted to growing this product, so
why, with the present prevailing prices of corn and cotton
cannot the pay crop be easily changed. In starch content.,
Frances Lee, in the last College reer in a few words,, used these
the potato yield almost triples the possible yield from either Humor struck a note which need- words: "Matriculation; Incarceracorn or wheat, its chief competitors. The by-products of less to say displeases the more Con- tion; Probation; Hibernation; Vegthis crop after the starch extraction is effected can be stored versationally inclined college girl. etation; Relaxation; Pertubation,
The
indefinitely and used for cattle foodstuffs. If some connecting "Invariably", she says, "when a Examination; Graduation".
girl turns the pages of a fashion Clemson variation would probably
link could organize the textile buyers and the farmer-produ- .magazine, she is looking for the add: Reveill-ation; CONVERsation,
cers, another of South Carolina's unexplored resources would creation that will make the latest and Bustication.
be released and would no doubt serve as a great economic lad gasp in admirfation" If the
opinion of any one from the agriThe Tiger is receiving regularly
stabilizing agent in this state.
The kidnappig of the much publicized Lindbergh baby
has caused international indignance, and justly. It is perhaps one of the most henious of crimes, and tears the ties of
the one bond that has bound humanity since time began—the
bond between the parents and offspring. The perpetrators
should be punished to the fullest extent—but we wonder, if
in this land of equality, liberty and justice just how much
President Hoover, the governors of the various states and the
United States Senate would do to assist in the safe return of
some poor mill-worker's child, or the child or any family of
a comparative low status, socially or financially. This is not
a criticism of the national efforts to restore the child to the
parents, rather, we favor that if necessary, the army and
navy should be enlisted in the search, but why not do this
for every one, regardlesss of their station in life?

Jolisonian, please copy:
To help tell how various foods affect the mood and digestion a
"taste thermoneter" has 'been designed at Colgate University, tl registers a rating of foods according to
their sweetness, saltiness or sourness. What do you think?

several magazines dealing with hog
raising, cattle breeding, and sucn
idel chattel—any civil or electrical
engineer who jinds publications like
these valuable to his course, will
be welcome to them.
It has been noticed. that while
the junior and senior classes are
waiting on Wednesday noon each
week just outside the chapel entrance for their favorite hour of
the schoolastic week, that many students are prone to strike matches
on the 'bronze memorial
plates
which grace the east side of the |
exterior of the chapel. Never for.
a moment do we 'believe that it is a
willful gesture. These plates hap-,
pen to be convenient and a cadet
without thinking, strikes matches
on them We are sure that a gen-'
tie reminder is all that is necessary j
to end. this unintentional aes^-™-,
tion.
I

pounds, and is 5 feet 6 inches tall—■
now chmildren we will next take up
Einstein's theory of Relativity.
The "Lost and Found Department''
of Temple University reminds one
very much of a curiosity shop, with
its great number of gloves (mostly
feminine), boks, sweaters, pocketboks, and what-not advertised. In
one instance a lady's dress was found
on the campus. It is odd that the
owner has never called for her property.—Virginia Tech.

A military expert says that the
next war will be fought with radio
waves. Imagine the headlines carrying this caption: "Millions Bored
to Death.."
According to Disraeli, a university
should be a place of light, liberty,
and of learning—or better: fog,
foolishness, and floransane.

NEWS SHORTS
Consolidation of the Army and
Navy into a department of national
defense—a pet project of the Democratic leaders in the House—has
struck a snag. Last week it was
reported that Speaker Garner had
ordered the committee on expenditures to report the hill favorably.
Instead, the committee met in executive session and appointed a subcommittee to look into the question
further.
Democratic leaders of the House
are especially anxious to rush this
measure through the legislative process as a cynical answer to President Hoover's plea for coordination
of Government agencies and functions. The President asked for economy and efficiency in the executive
departments.
They plan to offer
him a monstrosity that could only
weaken the national defenses. Desperate efforts have been made to
whip into line Democrats who are
opposed to this measure, but apparently the Democratic organization is
not functioning as smoothly as it did
a few weeks ago.
This is a poort time to weaker
the defense forces of the Nation.
The movement proceeds under tho
banner of economy, but experts say
that no saving would result unless
the efficiency of the two branches
of defense were impaired. In reality the Byrnes bill would subordinate
the agencies of national defense and
put the United States at a disadvantage in coping with the armed
forces of other great powers.
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imagined that these were springs.

I notice you boys get to go off
CLEMSON PICTURED nearly
every week-end.
When I
was in school, we didn't go home
IN GOOD OLD DAYS tout once during the school year—

yy&ms '
A large number attended the
weekly meeting of the Sophomore
council at the Y. M. C. A. Thursday evening. W. J. Burton led a
most interesting discussion on the
Relation of students with the professors. Mr. G. H. Aull gave the
professor's attitude toward students,
while the members of the council
gave the students viewpoint.
Many interesting points were
brought out and it is hoped that the
professors and students are going to
be drawn closer together. The remainder of the meeting was taken
up with 'business

tem at Clemson as Emory is going
to install a similar plan.
Wade
Perry spoke on the work and program of the Sophomore Council,
which is under the leadership of
jJrof. Aull. and Prof. Burton told of
nis work with the Senior group. Mr.
S. L. Carter then told of the ifine
work that is being done toy the Emcry deputation team. After this,
the group returned to the Y and
played 'basketball and other games
until about twelve o'ciuw. ounday
morning was spent in a tour of
campus, and the delegation left for
Atlanta at 11 o'clock.

The Junior Council toeld a social
on the 'Seneca river last Thursday
evening instead of the regular meeting at the Y. The meeting began
at 5 and was held at the cabin
which is rapidly nearing completion. Before supper, several games,
including a fast baseball contest,
were entered into by the entire
group. Supper, which consisted of
all the essentials for a picnic lunch,
was prepared by the boys..
No
regular program was planned and
the entire gathering was given over
to a good time.
Mr. Lewis, Mr.
Holtzendorff, Mr. Cooper, and Mr.
and Mrs. Theo Vaughan met with
the council.

ATTERLEE TALKS
ON HATIAN LIFE
Illuminating
Discussion
Life and Customs
Delivered

on

J. J. Butler,
'29,
is at Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
W. A. Shands is with the U. S.
Bureau of Entomology.
R. F. Poole, '16, is on the faculty
of North Carolina State, in the Plant
Pathologist Department.
T. A. Folger is secretary of (Norris Cotton Mills at Cateohee.
J. F. Scurry, '30, U. S. Engineering Office, Lake Providence, La.
G. G. Durst is at Medical Collegt
of Charleston.
Gus Metz is in Colum'bia University, N. Y.
L. B. Blakeney, '25, is District
sales manager for Westinghouse,
Cincinnati territory.
O. F. Covington, '25, is in business at Clio, S. C.
'Strom Thurmond is now mayor of
Edgefleld, S. C.
J. C. Schilletter is a professor in
Aimes, Iowa.
James Durst, Fred Leitzsey and
W. H. Mills are working in Columbia.
G. P. Cobto is a salesman at Richmond, Va.

at Christmas. We spent Saturday
Horses Very Useful on Chap- and Sunday roaming the adjoining
country.
Many farmers donated
el Days
many chickens to Ciemson boys,
and didn't object in the leastSuppose an old Clemson man should
I notice another change. We had
drop back on the campus for the first
to march to church in company fortime in thirty-five years. There are
mation. The officer of the day sat
several thoughts that would immediatein a conspicious place to catch
ly come to his mind. He would tsart
sleepers. From the appearance at
talking to some cadet and begin bragyour church Sunday, it would take
ging that Clemson men in his day were
arose to leave, "You don't know
real men, that some real football teams
a good stenographer to take down
were produced in '96, '97, and 98. The
all the names during preaching.
first time the team got a football,
"Well", said the old. man as he
one of the boys on the team picked
what you're missing".
it up and ran all over the campus.
That's all he knew' to do with it. The
games were played on what is now
Bowman Field.
"By the way", he
Fritz Mercer, Georgetown; Rob
would add, "Do you ever have any
old time fist fights back of number one Stevens, Tennessee Power Co.; Joe
barracks? They didn't have a boxing G. Shedd, and W. J. Burley, and
team then, but boy, those weekly fist Mr. 'Speer 'Were recent visitors on
fights beat any boxing match I've ever the campus.
seen. Why you don't even march to
UNANCIAL STATEMENT OF SENIOR DANCING OLUB
classes any more We marched to
RECEIPTS—
classes and stood at attention until
Admission of Cadets
$225.65
the section
marcher
commanded:
Received at the door
107.20
'Seats!' Extras ? You dont' have 10
walk extras any more? That used to
$332.85
$332.85
be our week-end pastime.
I always
EXPENDITURES—
headed the line each Saturday. What!
Orchestra
$150.00
No sentinels in baracks ? Who makes
Invitations
9.00
you behave? You boyj will be wearHostess cards
1.50
ing silk uniforms the first thing you
Prom cards
10.00
know.
Rental of piano
3.00
What are those cars doing in rear
Rental of truck
4.00
of number two barracks? Pshaw! In
Gas and Oil
6.00
'98 Hotel Hill would be covered with
Telegrams
3.00
horses and buggies once a year—at
Decorations
26.35
Commencement. There was one advantRental of gymn
5.00
age to the horses. If we had a long
Miscellaneous
5.00
winded Commencement speaker, he
would have to stop at dinner time
would drown his voice out.
$242.85
$242.85
"Say, whatcha have to eat?" asked
BALANCE .
$ 90.0b
the boy.
Signed:
The mess hall under "Shorty"
J. C. DOVE, President
was famous for its "fly pudding".
D. S. BLACKWOOD, Sec.-Treas.
It should have been famous—there
has never been anything invented ::: y^WZ-A^WSSimi^KWi'.'Sr-li7fTfXiiSSSSS Vl'SX »: KSlSSi ~iil.:s;SlS'».~» «.«i«galsMKlE
yet that tastes as bad as that did.
They used to tell us that our board
cost the same as was allowed by the "
state for prisoners at the penitenat
tiary.
Fried chickens or turkey
would have caused a riot. Do you
boys know how to throw bread in
the mess hall? We used to stage
regular toread fights.
I notice you toave springs for
your beds.
We had a few ties,
like the ones now used to bale cotIf:.
ton, interalced a time or two and asrasKiiaisisil^^

WITH THE ALUMNI

The students and faculty enjoyed
a very enteresting talk given by Reverend Satterlee of the Episcopal
Church in the chapel last Thursday,
March 3. Many vivid and authentic
illustrations of the hatoits and customs of Haitian life were presented in his discourse.
The fact that the simplicity and
SENIOR "Y" COUNCIL
ignorance of the Haitian life was
The Senior "Y" Council held Its the lowest of any supposedly civiregular meeting at 6:5 Friday night lized country was brought out sy
in the Cabinet Toom. A few verses several interesting incidents. A few
from P'roverbs was read by C. A. ■of the better points were also disFarrish, after which Thames led in cussed. A Haitian is a good Christa prayer. Business was then taken ian contributing a large amount of
up and the council decided to let money to the church and foreign
the meeting on the river Thursday missions. They are very hospitable,
night count for the Friday night giving up their food and even then
meeting. J. K. Durst made a short beds, to strangers.
report on the progress of the cabThese and many other Interesting
in. Wallace Fridy read, a few state- characteristics of the Haitian life
ments written toy faculty members were mentioned. In regard to the
and students. Each memfber of the | slow progress of civilization in
council has been asked to write a I Haiti, Rev. Satterlee stated that they
statement about, "What the 'Y' has | had toeen held in submission by exMeant to Me". Prof. Burton then terior forces, and in connection with
began Ihis discussion on the third this he proved the old saying that
phase of Christ's Life—The Cruci- "to keep a man down you have to
fixion.
Mr. Burton gave a very stay down with him" to be wrong,
beautiful picture of the scene, and by the illustration of the negroes
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
then spoke very toriefly of the three in America.
phrases .uttered toy lOhrist while on
the Cross. The meeting was closed
with prayer by J. A. McLeod.

BUY BUS TICKETS

JOE SLOAN'S

SODA

XTILE NEWS

DEPUTATION TEAM VISITS GWC.
Among the equipment recently inThe Clemson College Deputation
stalled
in the Clemson College TexTeam was in charge of the vesper
j
tile
Department
are three circulai
service Thursday night, March 3, at
G. W. C. T A. Bowen opened his j hosiery machines in which are inprogram toy introducing his team. corporated the latest developments
After Wallance Fridy had given the in the sean*jss .hosiery branch of
evening's devotion, Mr. J. R. Cooper the textile industry. These machines
led in prayer. Following a piano were installed toy Scott & Williams,
solo toy Dennis Mahaffey, Clemson's Inc., of Laconia, N. H., and its subouartet •comDosp.a *■* f " Garrison. sidiary, Standard-Trump Brothers,
D. A. Barnes, J. R. Cooper, and H. of Wilmington Delaware.
The installation includes a 300J. Webb, rendered an enjoyable
number W. B. Peerry and O. H. needle model "K" spiral machine,
McDaniel delivered two very inspir- equipped for picot edge, lace top,
cradle foot and gosset toe; a 220ing talks. O. R. Smith sang two appropriate solos. The program was needle 25 step spiral H. H. machine,
flitted with the recent attachment
closed by a prayer toy Fridy.
for clock in three colors; a standEMORY TEAM VISITS CLEMSON ard H machine for men's fancy hose.
This third machine comtoined the
Saturday night, the Emory Cabprinciples of needle reverse plating
inet, consisting of Jimmy May, Ben
Anderson, Bond Fleming, Hardle and two color warp stripes.
McCalman, Bob Flowres, Rollin
Oitoibs,
George
Mills,
Randolph
Thrower, Wesley Bailey, and Grover
Irvin, iand accompanied by Mr. S.
L. Carter secretary of the Emory
Y, was the guest of the Clemson
Y. M. C. A. The group enjoyed supper at Mr. HoltzendorfTs home,
where a numtoer of Clemson men,
representing all four councils was
also gathered.
The meeting had
been planned at the cabin on the
river, tout this was prevented toy
the rain. The purpose of the meeting was to study the council sys-

Mr. Walter C. Taylor, Secretary
of the Southern Textile Association,
Charlotte, N. C, addressed the junior and senior textile students of
the Celmson Textile Department.
He discussed new mechanical developments for the textile industry and
the possibilities for more practical
textile research.
You may get two suits for
the price of
one at Hoke
Sloan's this Thursday or Friday.
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CANDY

ALL FOR $1 00

One Himyar Cigarette Maker $1.00
One Himyar Cigarette Case .35
Two 20c Pkgs.Himyar Cig. Tob .40
A Real Bargain! TOTAL - - $1.75

Made By Makers of Spud Cigarettes
♦♦♦♦$►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

X. Q. Qjflaviin
c
2)zuq Qompany, c/no
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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AN ENGINEER

JOKES
First business man—1 say, old
tap, where do you buy your typewriter ribbons?
Old Top—il don't, I buy her flowers.
Lady to zoo attendent— Why
have they let all of the monkeys
out of their cages?
Zoo attendent— Holiday, mum.
This is Darwin's birthday.
How do you play hookey from
the correspondence school?
I send them an empty envelope.
Jim—Why have you got your sox
on wrong Bide out?
j.oe—My feet were hot so 1
turned the hose on them.
First stenog—Did you observe
fire prevention week?
Second ditto—Yes, I got into the
office earlier; the boss was getting
sore.
It is said that paper can be used
effectively in keeping a person
warm.
Yes, I rememher once a thirtyday note kept me sweating for a
month.
Rat—How far do you get on a
gallon?
Scoop Latimer—tl all depends on
what's in the gallon.
Her—It's past midnight. Do you
thing you can stay here all night?
Ed Morris—Gosh I duno.
I'll
bave to call mother and ask her.
He (telling joke—1D0 you get Uk»
point?
She—If it's what I think it Is.
I don't and you're no gentleman.
We still don't see why the Virgin Islands were turned over to
the Navy for protection. No use
crying now about it.
Let's call
them the Sadder but Wiser Islands.
Salesman (at small hotel)—Why
does that dog sit there and watch
me all the time?
Waiter—You have the plate he
usually eats from sir.
So your sweet papa spanked you
lasc night Weren't you embarassed?
Oh, yes.
I was all red but I
didn't dare show it.

Red Fordham—'Well, I guess the
ladies have finally given in to common sense.
Linky Rivers— How's that?
Red—I just saw a sign 'Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Cltohes'.
Son (who has caught his father
kissing the maid)—Whatcha doing,
Pop, kissing the maid?
Father—Bring me my glasses,
son. I thought it was your mother.
Tom Shippey—Last night I had
an awful pain in imy arms.
Shipwreck—Yeh? Who was she?
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(Applicable to Winthrop Co-eds)
"Verily, I say unto you, marry not
an engineer,
For the engineer is a strange being
and possessed of many devils.
Yea, he speaketh eternally in parables, which he calleth "formulae"
And he wieldeth a big stick, which
he oalleth a slide-rule, and he
hath but one Bible—A handbook.
He talketh always of stresses and
strains, and without end on thermodynamics.
He showeth always a serious aspect
and. seemeth not to know how to
smile
And he picketh his seat in the car
by the springs therein, and not by
the damsel besides him.
Neither does he know a waterfall
except for its power.
Nor the sunset except that he must
turn on the light,
Nor a damsel except for her fair
load.
Always he carrieth his books with
him, and he entertaineth
his
maiden with steam taibles.
Verily, though his damsel expecteth chocolates when he calleth,
she openeth the package to dlsclase samples of iron ore.
Yea, he holdeth his damsel's hand
but only to measure the friction,
and kisses but to test the viscosity.
For in his eyes shineth a far-away
look which is neither love nor
longing—but a vain attempt to
recall a formula.
There is but one key dear to his
heart, and that is the Tau Beta
Pi key.
And one love letter for which he
yearneth, and that a "C"
And when to his damsel he writeth
of love and sineth with crosses,
mistake not these symbols of
kisses, but rather for unknown
quantities.
Even as a young hoy he pulleth a
girl's hair to test its elasticity,
but as a man he discovers different devices.
For he would count the vibrations
of her heart strings and reckoneth her strength of materials.
For he seeketh ever to pursue his
scientific investigations, even his
heart flutterings he counteth as
a vision of beauty and inscribetn
his passion in a formula,
And his marriage is a simultaneous
equation involving two unknowns
and yielding diverse answers."

tem Should be Established in the
United States", was argued by J. R.
Moss and K. E. Neussner on the negative and O. W. Loyd and W. B.
Barbare on the affirmative side. The
judges decided in favor of the negative with Lloyd as best speaker.
Jokes by B. D. Cloaninger followed
and were full of ,!»ughs for those in
attendance. After a few remarks
by the critic the meeting adjourned.
THE HORTICULTURAL CLUB
Members of the Horticultural
Club met at the Horticultural Laboratory promptly at 7:00 P'. M.
Thursday. J. A. McLeod and J. G.
Murray made very interesting talks.
A practical nut-cracking contest wim
by J. G. Murray, who was given a
iprize of pecan kernels by Sam Watson.
This contest concluded the
program of the evening.

was present in its most acute form.
J. C. Patrick, one of the most active club members, served as a
most cheerful toastmaster and kept
the crowd wide awake an dfull oi
laughter.
Between the courses Rat Simmons furinshed some real lively
tunes whic bwere enjoyed, by all
J E. Webb, the former president of the 4-H Club, gave a very
interesting talk summing up the
work done by county 4-H Olub
members all over the state in 1931.
It seemed almost unbelievable to
hear that the club members had
made so much profit from their
projects during this time of low
prices.
Following this F. W. Corley, the
.present president of the club, gave

4-H CLUB PROGRAM
The members of the Cemson College 4-H Club enjoyed the coluptuous banquet given by Captain
Harcomtoe on the evening of Marcli
4th to an unlimited extent.
The
honorary members present were
Dr. Calhoun and Dr. Barre.
Dr.
Sikes, Colonel Munson, and other
members of the club sent a message to the club expresisng their
extreme regrets that they could not
be present. Mr. Cooper from the
Y. M. C. A. was the only honorary
guest of the evening.
The program was full of merriment and zeal.
Several familiar
songs were sung before the serving
of the courses.
The 4jH spirit

MARCH

a talk hringing out the possibilJ
ties of 4-H Club work in the fu-1
ture. He also outlined a program
of work for the active club memjers during their vacation this
summer.
Dr. Calhoun and Dr. Barre tootr
rendered an interesting talk.
Dr.
Calhoun appealed to each member
to do something for Clemson this
summer by seeing the club boys
and telling them what a college
we have at Clemson.
The banquet was prepared, and
served in a most pleasing manner.
Many delicious courses which weer
enjoyed by all, were served. The
4-H Club expresses it's unlimited
thanks to Captain Harcombe for
the willing cooperation which he
has shown the club this year.

WE ARE SELLING BONA ALLEN
$5.00 GRADE SHOES FOR $4,00
HANES IRREGDLAR TWO-PIECE
DNDERWEAR AT 25c PER GARMENT

"Judge" Keller
Junior and Senior R. O. T. C- Checks Accepted in
Payment for Goods

GLUBS AND SOCIETIES
A. I. E. E.
The A. I. E. E. held its regular
meeting last Thursday evening in
Room 100 Enginereing Building. A
demonstrated lecture on the Photo
Electric Cell was given by Prof.
F. T. Tingley. He explained the
theory of the cell and some of the
constructional processes. The Photo Electric Cell used in the demonstration was one constructed by
Prof. Tingley. The .practices used
in insulated power calbes was discussed toy W. G. Wallenburg. Refreshments were served in the library following the meeting.

CAILHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
On Tuesday evening the members
She—You were talking in your of the Calhoun Literary -Society met
in the Society Hall for their regular
sleep last night.
Talks toy H. C.
He—Well, I have to talk some weekly meeting.
Woodson and J. L. DeoLach were
time, don't I?
very instructive and entertaining.
C. T. S. Wilburn—Oh, I've got Plans for a social were completed,
after which the meeting adjourned.
a blind date tonight.
Rat—Yeah, she must be blina.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the PalEagle Eye Deadwyler—After the
metto
Literary Society was held in
party I asked her if I could see
the 'Society Hall immediately after
her home.
Tim McCoy—What was the news? call to quarters Wednesday evening.
Eagle Eye—She said she would "Getting By" was the subject of the
talk given by O. W. Loyd. A dfcsend me a picture of it.
batee, "Resolved: That a Substitution for the Present Capitalstic SysAll girls love letters, especially
-when they are on a man's sweater.
Get a tailored suit for Spring
Junior .partner—Are you doing Holidays at Hoke Sloan's. 100
anything Sunday evening?
Hopeful stenog—No, not a thing. patterns on display Thursday
Partner—Then try to get to work for the price of an R. O. T. C.
check.
on time Monday morning.

—and that's what the
statistician does for industry
Definite knowledge of "where we are" and
"what lies ahead" is as vital in business as in
flying. For this expert navigating, the Bell
System has long relied upon statisticians.
These men study present and prospective
industrial, economic and social conditions in
all parts of the country. They gather factsanalyze them, correlate them, discover their
significance to the telephone business, draw
guidance from them. They study and fore-

cast the changing requirements of the public
for telephone service. They estimate the
probable future demand for new services,
such as radio telephony to foreign lands and
ships at sea. They keep the executives advised
as to current progress towards the objectives
thus carefully determined.
Only by plotting a course scientifically can
the Bell System continue to develop along
sound lines.

BELL SYSTEM
A

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM

OF

INTER-GONNEGTING

TELEPHONES
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The weather man must have lost
his calendar and didn't until last
week awake to the realization that
for about two months spring had
been in the air when there should
have been snow in the air. So to
i„^'oe nis conscience ne rus>ed a Uttie
ice into his new March winds and
produced some extnierely realistic eifecis of an old tiine winter as we
used to know them.
As tar as sports at Clemson are
concerned, this fickleness of the elements has been not at all tor tilt
co.uiiiiuii guou. n or six weeks Coach
iNeely has 'been drilling about oo
candidates for fotball in weatner thai
.. as intended, to be accompanied by
spring showers and bathing suits.
Still for no les than six weeks these
boys have sweated up and down ana
all over Riggs Feld trying to imagine Liiey weie romping on the sands
of Palm Baech instead of lugging
fifteen pounds of hit-me-easy paraphernalia all over the gridiorn loking for a soft spot to flop.
The first few icy blasts sent the
handful of track men on the field
scurrying for a 'hot shower and, some
more cionies.
The cold snap had
-,.,uie just in time to put a deciaea
■chill in the regular track practice
which was scheduled to start Monday. Meanwhile, 'however, the track
.advocates are keeping their feet
warm 'by making the track hot.
Coach Neely's sandolt mongers are
also focusing covetous thought toward the training havens of the big
leagues in the lands of the sunshine
•j the southward where the sun still
feels tepid, and the wind doesn't Mow
the cover off the ball.
At a recent meting after the close
of the (boxing season, the Tlemson
jpugs elected Billy Megginson, scrappy lightweight, to guide the destinies of the 193 3 outfit. And there
is not reason why "Meggie" should
not be just the man for the job.
Throughout the whole season Megginson has shown himself to tie, without a douht, the most detserving candidate for the honor which the position carries with it—that of being
the hardest fighter on the squad.
And that covers a conglomeration of
tough scrapping and good, old-fashioned guts when speaking of the Tigers.
In a couple of his fights this season, Meggison seemed to be hopeless
ly outclassed for the first round, or
so, but he always came back in the
last of the second, and the third
round to put up a battle that never
failed to make his first round look
Tike kittens at play. It seems to take
"Meggie" about two rounds to work
Tip the proper heat, but after the
gong for the third stance there is no
•stopping him.
Keep an eye peeled for "Meggie"
next year and you'll see some real
-fighting that will make you thankful
you are out of range of the ring.

NEWS SHORTS
Every time France wants to write
a different kind of letter on reparations from the one she sent last
the government resigns and a new
ministry sends a lew letter.
All types of devices have been
tested and discarded. The motor*
still roar on. Now the problem has
been tackled by the chief engineer
of the Eastern Air Transport lines.
He has created a muffler that reduces the noise 70 percent, and it
Js to be rput on all the planes of the
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company. It seem® that the mufflers
interior is in the form of a stationary screw, forcing the gases to
travel an additional 48 feet before
being released into the open air,
and at the same time providing two
and a half times the former cooling area of the straight exhaust
stacks.

The Manchurian situation has become a three-cornered affair with
Russia bringing up the rear. So far
Russia has had little to say concerning the developments in the SinoJapanese conflict, but it seems that
the going has been a bit too rough
for the Japanese so they have enlisted the services of a group of "White
Russians (those opposed to the Soviet).
Reports from Mukden say
that 60,000 Soviet soldiers have
been moved to the Manchurian frontier. Moscow officials have openl>
accused Japan of trying to secure
use of the rfailway facilities jointly owned <by China and the Soviet
to transport Japanese troops to the
Russian gorder.
Soviet Russia threatens to complicate the situation. It is by no
means improbable that Moscow sees
in the Far Eastern crisis an opportunity to spread bolshevism and
strike a 'blow in the direction of
world revolution. Developments in

Cop, peeping into parked car on
dark night—Hey there, no loafing
along here!
Voice from back seat—Do I IOOK
'ike I am loafing?

Say it with flowers
Say it with sweets
Say it with kisses
Say it with eats
Say it with jewelry
Say it with drink
lut Always be careful not
"When an auotmobile stops along
To
say it with INK
the road in daylight, it means
trouble.
When it stops at nighr
there is no telling what it means.'
Eat At
Girls, when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubhard;
ut now they have a bolder whim;
They dress more like her cupboard.

THE PRINCESS CAFE
Charcoal Broiled Steak
GREENVILLE, S . c.
Clemson Met % Always Welcome
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to Sel150 Suits to Juniors and Senior
s
on TheIr Aprll R o. T C. Checks

Glenn McNair will have 100 New Spring
Patterns for you to select from at

| HOKE SLOAN'S

By far the best seling book in
la
China these days is the Bible. More
I
than 4,000,000 copies of it were
sold there in 1930.
Most of the
Moscow will be watched with the
Glenn McNair to give away
No Deposits — No Unders — No Overs
most intense interest,
a suit while at Clemson, either
A New Spring Hand-tailored Suit for Your Check
books are being sold for one copper,
Thursday or Friday. Get parwhich is one^sixteenth of an AmeriREMEMBER! 100 PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM
ticulars at Hoke Sloan's.
can cent.
—HsgHsgispigigBiSi^

Thursday and Friday

© 1932,
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MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Ijight up... Convince Yourself that Chesterfields Satisfy
mistaking that rare balance of flavor
built up by Cross-Blending. You enjoy
it in every fragrant puff!
Even the cigarette paper is different.
Cleaner, whiter, tasteless... the purest
that money can buy.
Listen, smokers . . . this is straight.
You can't put taste in a cigarette . . .
unless quality goes in, too.

FLIP OPEN a pack of Chesterfields!
Help yourself to a cigarette...Light
up ... and let's get the facts.
Mister... you're dead right. They're
milder!
It's no secret in tobacco circles that
Chesterfield buys the finest tobaccos
that grow.. .Turkish and Domestic...
sun-ripened, mellow, pure!
Chesterfields are blended first . . .
then cross-blended ... to make them
milder ... and milder still! There's no

THEY'RE

MILDER

THEY'RE

• Pass your verdict on Chesterfield's Radio Program,
too! Nat Shilkret's 35-piece Orchestra with Alex
Gray, soloist, are on the Columbia Network every
night except Sunday, at 10:30 Eastern Standard Time.

PURE

THEY TASTE

BETTE R

. . 7Jie^ l^ouj/y
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SOPHOMORE ARCHISAY IT TAINT SO
By
TECTS RETURN SLAM
JOE E.
SHIKJLMAN

Fail

to
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Appreciate
Endeavor

Juniors'

In retaliation to the gentle cracks
sent out in their direction by the
Junior Architects in their prolblem,
"A Thumbing Station", the Sophomore Architects are now designing "A Promenade du Depart". This
problem was proposed by Prof. Bob
Anderson of the Architecture Department The problem is stated as follows:
ONE PROMENADE du DEPART
That Sophomores, in surrounding
consonance with the dignity of their
Class, may receive offers of transportation to
neartoy towns from
passing motorists a promenade du
depart is to <be erected. Since, unquestionably, Sophomores will experience no difficulty or delay in receiving such offers as soon as they
appear on the promenade, it is unnecessary for it to be either long,
or to be protected from the elements other than rain or sun; or to
stoop to bizarre and vulgar attempts
to attract attention.
One feature must 'be incorporated.
The Juniors are erecting! a "Thumbing Station". By their own admission, they are harried by an obcession. It is a psychological fact that
an obsession is 'but a half-step froau
insanity. Therefore, from a sense
at duty to themselves, to society
at large, and to the unfortunate
Juniors the iSophomores will provide
four or five steel cages for those
ptiful Juniors whose < bsession will
from time to time develop into gito■oring insanity as a result of their
continued failure to receive offers
of transportation. Their high sense
of duty having been satisfied with
che mere provision of the cages,
they will feel free to display them
in a way most provocative of their
amusement—a sort of monkey cage
to delight them in the brief intervals between cars. The cages may
be separate or comhined into one
large cage with divisions.
The promenade is to ibe not more
than twenty-five feet.
These problems will be exhibited
in the halls of the Architecture Department in the near future From
all appearances, the student body
seems to favor the Sophomore's
attempt, but—time will tell.

Authur
was seriously burned
Why kill your wife?
Saturday afternon when he came in
Let tlectricity do it.
contact with a high voltage wife.
We'll help.
■—Aubuquerque Paper.
Electric Supply and Fix:!"!'--, Co
—Ellensburg Ito.'ord,
Scott, right end for V. M. I., took
a pass and ran thirty years for a
Autos crash. One is charged >v.i
touchdown.—'Raleigh Times.
aibusive language.
—Houston ChronU :
County Council of warm women
to
meet on Saturday in Piercetown.
Lost a fountain by young man
—Anderson (S. C.) Pape:\
filled with ink. Return to Review
office.

—Towanda Review

H. GLENN McNAIR
Man—Turned
out of his owr
country, no good; three years in Appreciating the business the Clemson boys have given him
Canada and no improvement. De
Will Give Away a Free Suit
sires work.—Kalmath Falls Paper.
of Clothes at Hoke Sloan's
This We«k-End
There's a movement on now for
His popular tailored line is the talk
bigger and better jails, and presum- of the Camipus. Get a suit for your
ably when we get them, we will R. O. T. C. check. No deposit required

^MEBU

DELEGATES
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BASKETBALL. UNDERWAY

(Continued from page one)

besides playing a good floor game.
Cottingham with seven points and
McCarter with 8 were the big guns
for M. Cochrane, Parks and Haryin
payed a good floor game.
Crain,
Hill and Woodson bore the major
part of M's defense.
D company's huskey five put E
out by the count of 38 to 22. The
game was much better than the
score indicates due to the hard
fighting of E company from the first
to the very end of the game. Parkins with 15 points, Lynn witn 14
and Barbare with 11 were high
scorers of the game. D, using a fast
rushing attack, piled up a big lead
from the start, but never for one
minute during the entire game dia.
E cease to fight. Hill and Barbare
ewre the mainstays for E.
Hill
dropped in 9 points for the losers.
Priester, Harveley, Patterson, Cato,
Bramlette, Parkins and Lynn form
a well organized team.
The semi-finals of the touranment
will toe played Thursday March 10,
at 4:45 and 6:45 in the Y gym.
The finals will be held at 7:00 P. M.
Friday night, March 11 in the Y
gym. An All-Tournament first and
second team will be picked, and the
three highset scorers of the tournament wllil be named.
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hasebail intrigue, the Tigers should
CONCLAVE in a very few weeks be in fit condition to open the season with a
(Continued from page one)
two-game series against Newoerry
Colege on the home diamond April
handlles the ball well, hut with 4 and 5.
slighly less speed and a greater
range of hooks.
"Footsie" Davis,
FLASH!
Clemson's hig all-round athlete from
It was disclosed in the Sunday edilast year's quad, and "Linky" Rivers tion of the Spartanburg Heraid, that
who has also had a good share .01 Cadet Captain Thomas L. Shippey
experience, are both expected to join is contemplating becoming a candithe hurlers sohrtly.
date for the State Legislature durWarming up with the pitchers are ing the coming summer.
It was
catchers Red Fordham, and Kearse found in a letter to the Herald,
from the 1931 team The backstop,-; that this local youth holds an enwill soon be further bolstered by tht. viable place in the opinion of his
addition of "Boone" Proctor, firs, home-town folks, and it is further
string catcher from last year's out stated in the letter that should Shipfit.
pey find that he could not help his
Other old men reporting for prac- public in those Halls—"they could
tice include Capt. Buck Priester, use him to survey all the land that
Chapman, Rhinehart, Parkins, Clark. is to be sold for taxes." This is
Hoffman, Smith, and Gibson. The, all in good order as Tom will be
loss of Ramey, outfielder, Watson, graduated in C. E'. this June.
first "baseman, and Joy, second baseNo statement could be secured
man, from last season's squad wil: ram Mr. Shippey as the paper went
be keenly felt.
to press. However, he has the whole
Under the able direction of Coach hearted support of the Corps if he
Neely, who makes a specialty ot should enter the race.

have a better class of criminals to CAROLINA
occupy them.—Brockton Times.
Charles Richards of Delmarve Air
Port spent a few days Sunday with
his .parents.—Caroline (Md.) Sun.
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I play safe by
sticking to LUCKIES

OH, WHAT A GAL IS MARY!
She's one of the genuine beauties
that even the camera cannot flatter.
Sorrowand professional bad luck
followed her for years. Now she's
a bride...the studios clamor for her
...the public loves her...and the
Hollywood sun is shining. Her new
RADIO PICTURE is "MEN OF
CHANCE"...Here's to you, Mary
Astor! We're glad you smoke
LUCKIES and we're grateful for
that statement you gave us without a cent of payment.

"I can't afford to take chances with my voice. So I play
safe by sticking to LUCKIES—they're always kind to my
throat. And I'm doubly grateful for your improved Cellophane wrapper which opens so easily with that clever
little tab."

"It's toastecf
YourThroat Protection— against irritation— against cough

And Moisture-Proot Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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